CVC Flips™
Congratulations on your purchase of the Really Good
Stuff® CVC Flips™, an engaging word-building activity
that strengthens students’ phonics and word
recognition skills.
Meeting Common Core State Standards
The Really Good Stuff® CVC Flips aligns with the following
Common Core State Standards for English Language
Arts:
Phonics and Word Recognition
RF.1.3 Know and apply grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding words.
b. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
This Really Good Stuff product includes:
• 1 CVC Flips Tent
• This Really Good Stuff Teaching Guide

Using the CVC Flips

With the CVC Flips, early readers can build hundreds of
CVC words. Use a picture cue from the first section to
guide the word-building activity, or flip to any beginning
consonant, vowel, and ending consonant to make new real
and nonsense words. Students have fun while
substituting phonemes and reading the new words aloud.

Use Picture Cues to Guide Word Building
Use a picture cue from the first section, and have
students flip to find its sounds. Depending on the level of
your group, either have students flip to find all three
parts of the word, or narrow the focus to one part, with
the other parts given. For example, show the picture of
log, the vowel o, and the ending consonant g, and have
students flip to find the beginning consonant.
Alternatively, show the picture of log and the beginning
and ending consonants, l and g, and have students flip to
find the correct vowel.

Students name the picture and flip to find its beginning,
middle, and ending sounds.
Managing the CVC Flips
• Visit our Web site www.reallygoodstuff.com to
download Really Good Stuff Teaching Guides.
• Make copies of the CVC Flips Reproducible for
student use in small groups.

Note: See the Photographs Table at the end of this
Really Good Stuff Teaching Guide for a quick reference
of included photographs.

Introducing the CVC Flips
There are several ways to use the CVC Flips with a small
group. Start by introducing each section of the flip
tent—picture cues, beginning consonants, vowels, and
ending consonants. Explain that flipping the pages of
each section and blending the sounds that appear will
create new words.
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Focus on One Sound at a Time
All the words you can make using the CVC Flips have
three parts that can be manipulated. Focus on different
word parts by keeping the other two parts in place. Start
with the beginning consonant sounds. Choose one
beginning sound, such as b, and flip the vowel section to
show the letter a, and the ending consonant section to
All teaching guides can be found online.
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show the letter d. Blend the sounds and ask students if
you have made a real or nonsense word. Flip the beginning
consonant section, blend the sounds, and ask students if
you have made a real or nonsense word. Continue
changing the beginning consonant, and ask students to
read each new word aloud. (Keep the picture cue section
open to the empty box when not using it to guide word
building.) Move on to ending sounds by keeping a
beginning sound and a vowel in place, such as p-a.
Flip through the ending consonants to make new words.
Be sure to discuss how r and w uniquely affect the vowel
sounds, or skip over these sounds and focus on them
separately.
Finally, shift the focus to the middle vowel sound. With a
beginning and an ending consonant in place, flip through
the vowels and read the new words.
Partner Flip and Write
On the first page of each section of the Flips, you’ll find
either a blank box (in the picture cue section) or a blank
line (in the beginning consonant, vowel, and ending
consonant sections). Use these pages to have students
practice writing in the missing parts of a word. Decide
which part or parts of the word students will fill in, then
flip to the page/s with a blank line for that section. Have
students work in small groups, and assign a task for
each one. For example, if the word is pan and you want
students to practice writing ending consonants, one
student will flip to find the beginning consonant, one will
flip to find the vowel, and another student will write the
ending consonant on the blank line.

To vary the activity, invite a fourth student to
participate, and have him or her draw the corresponding
picture, using the page with the empty box in the picture
cue section of the Flips. You can also use the blank
pages to make words that have sounds that are not in
the flip tent, such as words with digraphs, blends,
diphthongs, or r-controlled vowels.
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Phoneme Substitution
Practice substituting phonemes using the Flips. To start,
have students substitute the beginning sounds of words.
Start with a word, such as man. Instruct students to
change various letters and read the new words. “Change
the m to p. What is the new word? Pan. Now change the p
to t and read the new word, tan. Change the t to r and
read the new word, ran.” Alternatively, start with a word,
such as man, and ask students how they could change
man to pan. Students should identify which part of the
word needs to be changed (beginning consonant) and tell
how to change it.
Move on to more complex phoneme substitution that
involves changing the middle vowel and/or the ending
sound. For example, start with zig. Have students change
i to a, and read the new word aloud, zag. Next, have them
change z to b to make bag, and finally change g to t to
make bat.
Real or Nonsense Word?
Make copies of the CVC Flips™ Reproducible, one for each
student. Use the beginning consonant, vowel, and ending
consonant sections of the Flips. Randomly open the
three sections to any page, write the word parts in the
corresponding boxes, write the complete word, and mark
whether it’s a real or a nonsense word. If it’s a real word,
draw a picture to represent it.

Related Really Good Stuff Products
Short Vowel Word Family Flips™ (#306310)
Make-A-Word Center™ CVC Word Work (#305365)
EZread™ Make-a-Word Card and Letter Tile Set
(#301990)
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Photographs in Section 1
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CVC Flips Reproducible
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